Date bars London: the best bars for dates and romantic
bars in the city
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New year, new boo?
Many head to the capital for a date night in London and now's the ideal time to get
involved.
Visiting a London date bar, perhaps you want to see someone new, go to somewhere new with
your partner or even have a good old mate date.
And there's plenty of romantic places available; from candle-lit intimacy to the wacky and fun.
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We've rounded up some of our favourite spots for sparking the romance from around the city.

West London
28-50

28-50 is found in South Kensington (Image: 28-50)

This ultra-romantic wine workshop and kitchen offers a dreamy date table set aside from the
rest of the restaurant to give you and your special one some privacy.
Head to 28-50 for a late-night, after-work date and make the most of their night-cap and
champagne trolley menu. It's certainly the vibe for a classy date night in London
96 Draycott Avenue, London SW3 3AD
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Puttshack

Add some fun to your date at Puttshack (Image: Puttshack)

This social entertainment hotspot at Westfield White City is the perfect place for
those looking to have a more fun-on-your-feet style London date.
Take your date on and show your competitive side with a technologically next-level round
of mini golf. Once Puttshack has helped break the ice with their games, continue the flow
with cocktails, grub and rare rums at their bar.
Westfield, Ariel Way, London W12 7HB
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Le Magritte
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This swanky, chic Mayfair bar is found at The Beaumont Hotel, inspired by 1920S
American glamour.
Le Magritte is a sophisticated spot that oozes that classic old-world romance. Sip on
champagnes, get into the mood with oysters and feel fancy with the one you fancy.
The Beaumont, Brown Hart Gardens, London W1K 6TF
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